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NATURAL IANGUACZS BY MACHINES*

J. A. Nbyne

International Business Machines Corporation

1. Recognition Grammars

A generative transformational grammar nas three parts: (1) A base com-

ponent that generates deep structures. The deep structure is an abstract and

complex object that carries the meaning of the sentence. (2) Transformational

rules that apply to the deep structure and produce a surface structure similar

to a traditional parsing. (3) Phonological rules that apply to the surface

structure and produce a phonological representation.

For a computer to "understand" a natural-language sentence, the generative

graninar must be reversed: a surface phrase-structure grannar parses the input

sentence producing a surface structure; reverse transformations apply to the

surface structure and produce a deep structure (of. 4.); and, finally, semantic

rules "interpret" the deep structure as actions to be performed by the machine.

Such a reverse grammar is called a recognition arammar.

*For discussions of the theoretical foundations upon which this

work is based see Noam Chansky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, The MIT Press

Cambridge, 1965; J. A. Fodor and J. J. Katz (eds.), The Structure of Language:

Readings in the Philosophy of Language, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall

1964; Jerrold J. KfAcz and Paul M. Postal, An Integrated Theory of Linguistic

Descriptions, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 1964; and the references contained in

the above works. I am grateful, among others, to G. Carden, R. Carter and

N. Rochester for discussions and many editorial improvements on this paper.

D. B. Loveman designed the computer programming language which is used in

developing the system described in this paper.
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There has been a great deal of vicrk on generative transformational grammars,

but very little on recognition grammars. In this paper I shall discuss sane

hypotheses about recognition grammars and describe a working computer system

that "understands" English within a limited universe of discourse.

2. Proto-REMADFS

Since a recognition grammar faces the same unsolved problems as a genera-

tive grammar, I do not think that we can, as yet, build a computer system to

process and understand the whole of a natural language. We can, however, build

a practical system to handle inquiries about a given subject or data base.

Prato-PELADES is such a system. It uses an IBM System/360 computer to

communicate with a library in English, but its primary purpose is to experiment

with communication with computers in natural languages. Since we hope to

expand the system to handle other data bases and more sentence patterns, we

have attempted to make both the control system and the grammar as general as

possible, avoiding ad hoc solutions even at the cost of inefficiency within

the library data base. We believe the present system can be expanded within

the limitations of current linguistic theories.

Proto-RELALES has a small dictionary, a transformational recognition

grammar, and a semantic interpreter controlling computer operations. If the

input sentence is "Give me the list of any books you have about grammar," the

system will analyze and "understand" the sentence, and supply the list requested.

The programs that operate the dictionary and grammar are independent of

any particular grammar, data base, or language. Thus a recognition grammar of

any language could be plugged into the system with little or no change in pro -

gramming. Alternately, the existing English grammar could analyze sentences



about other subjects-"What can you tell me about the current Middle-ast dis-

pute?" or "Solve the following equations:..." To get the desired response to

such sentences, we must supply the dictionary with any missing words and

give the computer programs and data to carry out the necessary commands. Pronto-

RELADES can also be reversed to test transformational or phonological rules,

accepting any deep structure and set of rules as input and producing a surface

structure.

3. Tne Proto-PELADES Grammar

The recognition grammar in Proto-RELADES is a reversed transformational

granular with four canponents: lexicon, surface granter, deep grammar, and

semantics.

The lexicon contains the vocabulary of the discourse about the data base,

in this case library operations. It also determines syntactic category from

context and replaces idioms with single-word synonyms: "having* to do with" =

"concerning."

The output of the lexicon is the bottrmitwo lines of the surface structure

tree; example:

Input Sentence: Have any books about grammars been written?

TNS HAVE Are ADJ1 ART NU N P AFT NU N TNS BE TNS VT3 Q

PRST have 0 any 0 PL book about 0 PL grammar }2 be PAST write ?

Figure 1

The surface grammar is an inverse phrase structure grammar with rules of

the form R: A 4-- Y (R is a rule label, A a single element, Y a string):

Rule 10: DET NU N

Context-sensitivity is achieved indirectly by letting rules call other rules;



the CS rule 1K---Y // X Z could be written in two steps as:

Rule Ni: Pule Fj<--XYZ

Rule $ j: AY
If Y is in the context X Z when rule Ni applies, rule Sj is called and

rewrites Y as A. Rule S(-14-1) can then return control to rule N(i+1). If the

context is not satisfied, rule Fj will never apply.

The surface grammar is divided into partitions in which rules apply cyclicly

to their own output. When no more rules can apply in one partition, control

passes to the next. At the end of the last partition, control returns to the

first rule of the first partition. This double-cycle ordering saves comnuter

time ,:nd prevents unnecessary IlockEd analyses.

The output of tne surface ararmar is the surface structure tree; example:

AUX

TNS ASP

VP

AUX

'ASP

PEST
EM: Nh\/
have / N\

s1-1 comr

DI2 NU --,,,
I

1 1 I

i)ook1

about

DET

any

1\1
TNS

PAFT

AT:

0

Fiaure 2

?7

r .7

VERL

VRL*

VTR

V3
1

write

grawmar

(this and other figures in this paper have been slightly modified from actual

comput^r outputs for the sake of simplicity.)



The deep granmar is a set of ordered transformational rules. Each rule

has two parts: a structural description defining the surface or intermediate

structure subject to the rule, and computer instructions that make the desired

changes. If a rule does not apply, the next rule in the sequence is tried; if

a rule applies, control may be transferred to the next rule, back to the rule

just applied (for an iterative rule), back to an earlier rule (to re-apply a

sequence of rules), or on to a later rule (to skip over =les that will not

apply). This freedom in ordering saves computer time. ?hen all the applicable

transformations have applied, the resulting tree is the deep structure of the

input sentence:

HAVE

yr

zrs

PAST

write

alw

114ET NU

ail

Figure 3

(*** in this figure represents a dummy subject generated by the grammar)
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In Proto-RFLADES all deep structures are based on this form:

Verb Phrase

Sentence
Marker

Figure 4

Auxiliary

(Adverbial)

Verbal

Another sentence (S) with the same structure may be embedded under each

NP, and so on indefinitely. Unlimited recursion cannot lead to problems in a

recognition grammar because the depth of embedding is controlled by the input

sentence.

It is interesting that this simple deep structure is adequate for semantic

interpretation without appeal to hypothetical verbs or implausible enbeddings.

Such a level, intermediate between surface structure and the highly abstract

output of a generative semantics or other base components, seems to be

necessary for computerized recognition grammars, and might well be useful in a

model of perception or learning.

4. Ambiguity Problems

Computers are notorious for finding ambiguities in the simplest sentences;

Protor-RELADES solves this problem by its restricted data base and discourse.

Lexical ambiguities are resolved by giving words only the meaning pertinent to

the data base, and some structural ambiguities can be handled similarly: "List

books on computers in the library", for our library system, can only mean books

in the library about computers, not books on top of computers located in the

library. Data-base restrictions therefore permit the first analysis and reject
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the second.

Sore sentences remain ambiguous even within the restricted data base; we

propose to resolve these ambiguities by conversation between man and machine.

If the input is: "List the documents about books in the library." the computer

produces the possible relevant analyses and asks tha user, "Do you mean documents

about the library's books ordocunents in the library about books." The user

answers and the machine executes the approved analysis. This device is not yet

working.

This system, with a restricted data base and man -machine conversation, is

less ambitious than programs that permit all possible analyses and try to select

the relevant one. Our model may be closer to hunan analysis, which is also

controlled by context and resolves ambiguities by questioning.

5. Semantics

The semantic component of Proto-RELADES consists of ordered transformational

rules that apply to a deep structure and produce an executable statement:

stative CN qranner BY * *

Figure 5

The system then calls an operational program to execute that statement. The

semantic transformations depend on the data base, but the control program

that applies than is completely independent.

We originally intended to write a separate operational program to represent

the meaning of each of the dozens of verbs in the Proto-RELADES lexicon, and



have a control program to select which operational programs applied and to

arrange then in the proper order. We think this is more practical than the

usual method of translating the analysis of the English input into an artificial

language.

To our surprise we found that we needed only two programs as semantic

primitives for the whole library lexicon. The stative pnogran prints "N docu-

ments were found," the nonrstative program prints a list. Verbs that ask

whether the library has a certain document are (+stative]. All other verbs

in this system turn out to be requests for information frown the library catalog

and are [-stative] . Normally [- stative] verbs like "write" ("Write the

list of..") will call the stative program in appropriate context ("Are there

any books written about computers?").

Obviously 1. more complex data base would require more operational prior

grams, but we are convinced that a powerful system with many applications

could be built with a reasonable number of operating programs.

Our experience with Proto.-BELADES thus suggests that semantic primitives

may not be atavistic markers but rather complex and powerful entities like our

stative and non - stative programs. Perception would then work by equating words

with these complex primitives through transformational rules in the semantic

component. We feel that this speculation merits further investigation.


